CASE STUDY

Technology Company
IMPLEMENTING SAFe® FOR ENTERPRISE AGILITY WHILE DEPLOYING MULTIPLE NEW JIRA TEAMS
COMPANY

OVERVIEW
COMPANY GLOBAL RANK:
Fortune 500
REGION:
U.S.A.
INDUSTRY:
Technology, Software and Systems

IMPLEMENTATION

OVERVIEW
SCOPE:
Enterprise
SEATS:
5000

CHALLENGES

SOLUTIONS

RESULTS

Following a period of rapid growth through
acquisition, the company found itself with
multiple,
autonomous
development
organizations and disparate team-level agile
management systems. The company decided
to move to Jira as the common team tool.

Teams successfully migrated to Jira as their
common team tool, with seamless integration
to AgileCraft for planning, management and
real-time reporting at the program and
portfolio levels.

Allowed the Agile COE to quickly and efﬁciently
implement SAFe, aligning the organization and
accelerating the transformation. Enabled
consistency in approach across business units.

Work from planning through delivery was
disjointed and siloed, creating challenges
with alignment, prioritization and visibility.
The majority of project managers spent much
of their time manually creating status reports.
The company initiated an enterprise SAFe
transformation to unify the business under a
common framework.

AgileCraft was implemented to deliver SAFe in
a way that was easy and intuitive, helping to
reinforce SAFe processes, increase training
retention and enable effective cross-functional
collaboration.
Information was uniﬁed across all the teams
and strategy/planning at the portfolio and
program levels was connected to the work
being delivered.

Created a path to deliver crystal-clear, top to
bottom intelligence regarding planned work
and work in progress across teams.
Reduced time spent manually building and
updating spreadsheets from disparate data
sources.
Limited team disruption and maintained
productivity
by
allowing
bi-directional
integration with Jira.

FRAMEWORK:
SAFe
TEAM TOOLS:
Jira, TFS, others
LEVEL:
Enterprise

AgileCraft is the only platform
built for agile at scale. Visit us at
www. Agilecraft.com or
twitter.com/theagilecraft

BENEFITS
REDUCE MANUAL EFFORT
Don’t spend big money trying to get data from
multiple systems in order to compile rolled-up
reports by hand. Automatically harmonize reporting
at scale.
HOW: AgileCraft Scaled Agile Management Platform
with Enterprise reporting and analytics.

LEVERAGE EXISITING TOOL
INVESTMENTS

SUCESSFULLY ROLL OUT SAFe

If teams are happy with their existing team tool
there is no reason to disrupt them. Simply turn on
bidirectional syncing to drive visibility upward.

Drive operational excellence with SAFe , DAD, Less
(or your Hybrid) with out of the box support for
scaled agile process to dramatically improve
likelihood of success.

HOW: T-Rex Integration engine to sync data. Utilize
AgileCraft to drive programs and portfolios.

HOW: Strong WSFJ support, theme management, Risk
ROAMing, ART budgeting, SAFe metrics

